
The intelligent, non-surgical
alternative to liposuction
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The latest intelligent

to liposuctionalternative

Sapphire Lipo-Light: latest in the line of body sculpting technology by
Innovate Photonics – with improved performance, enhanced patented
flexible pads and touch screen technology for more intuitive operation
and control.

Sapphire Lipo-Light is a revolutionary new system that uses
scientifically proven 635nm red light for fat reduction and body
shaping treatments. The Sapphire Lipo-Light uses
photobiomodulation to stimulate the body’s natural process for
releasing stored content from the adipose (fat) cells.

Advantages of Sapphire
Lipo-Light technology

� Results can be seen after a 20 minute treatment

� Results improve after every treatment

� No pain, no needles, no downtime!

Li o-Light



About the Sapphire Lipo-Light
treatment

Sapphire Lipo-Light is a safe and painless LED system that can be®

used on all skin types and most body areas. There is no downtime
and following treatment you can return to normal activity.

Results can be seen immediately following treatment. Individuals have
lost anywhere from 50mm to 150mm*  in abdomen circumference
over a course of eight treatments.

*Individual results vary and are not guaranteed.

Shape the areas you want...



Targeted fat reduction

Sapphire Lipo-Light targets fat in specific problem areas, such as the
abdomen, chin, upper arms, thighs and buttocks. By placing
the large flexible pads on these areas, fat can be broken down
and removed.

This is a big advantage over diet and exercise alone which can
reduce overall body fat but not shape individual areas. Results are
long lasting with a balanced lifestyle.

Technical options

Sapphire Lipo-Light systems have been designed to use up to 6
large flexible treatment pads, each with 112 LEDs to maximise the
areas you can treat.



How it works

Sapphire Lipo-Light uses a clinically-proven technique which
stimulates the body’s natural process of fat-burning using LED
energy, targeting particular areas of the body where excess fat has
built up.

Using patented flexible technology placed on specific areas of the
body, the Sapphire Lipo-Light pads trigger a chemical signal in the fat
cells. This breaks down stored triglycerides into free fatty acids and
glycerol which can be released through channels in the cell
membranes. The fatty acids and glycerol are transported around the
body to the tissues that will metabolise them to create energy.

This process of fatty acid release is a natural response when the
body needs to use its stored energy reserves. Sapphire Lipo-Light
accelerates this process for immediate results.

The Sapphire Lipo-Light has no side-effects, with no pain, downtime
or adverse impact to the body.  After treatment exercise is essential to
complete this metabolic process, expelling the freed fatty acids from
the targeted areas.

The light (635nm) emitted from the Sapphire Lipo-Light causes the fat cell

membranes to temporarily alter the permeability of the cell. This brief change allows

the fat contents to seep out from the cell into the interstitial space from where it can

be processed by the lymphatic system.

After being released, the fat cell shrinks and the triglycerides are broken down into

free fatty acids and glycerol which enter the blood stream. Once in the blood

stream, some of the free fatty acids are readily available to be used as fuel by the

body during exercise. What is not consumed as energy will get to the liver where it

may be re-processed for storage.



See the results
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